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MMA
By BEN VICKERS

THE LONGSHOT

Robert
O’Shea

Sean Tobin, seen here fightingDylan Sheehan in a catchweight amateur fight at theCageWarriors championship fight night at Neptune Stadium,
has been one of many fighters from the MMA Clinic in Cork who have been busy fighting all over the country in the past few weeks.

Plenty of MMA
talent on Leeside

THERE have been plenty of young
Cork based MMA fighters in action
over the last few weeks.

Just last weekend the Boxing Clinic hosted
its amateur tournament again.
There was a fantastic turnout with fighters

from The MMA Clinic, Combat Sports Centre,
Cork Sambo, CIT MMA, Waterford MMA and
Sean Scoil.
In all there were 34 up and coming fighters

over five weight classes.
There was a sizeable crowd in attendance to

witness the emergence of Cork’s new fighting
talent.

The results were as follows U65kg winner: Ryan
O’Dowling — MMA Clinic runner-up: Ciaran Brohan — CIT
MMA (also coached by MMA Clinic.

U70kg winner: Ben Flynn Waterford — MMA run-
ner-up Kyle Comerford Waterford — MMA. U75kg win-
ner: David O’Donnell — MMA Clinic runner-up: Gary Wal-
lace Waterford — MMA U80kg winner: Mantas — Cork
Sambo runner up: Thomas Martin — MMA Clinic over
85kg winner: Will Fleury — MMA Clinic runner-up: An-
drius — Sean Scoil.

All the bouts were fought in great spirit and
organiser Stuart Dollery is pleased to have so
many good amateurs to match up for his next
instalment of the MMA Clinic’s Amateur Fight
night in March.
These tournaments are crucial to the proper

development of young fighters and it is good to
see Cork’s MMA community taking care of
their young talent.
A solid amateur career is vital for a success-

ful pro career.
It seems the days of guys just turning pro

with no experience are being left behind and
that is awesome news for MMA in Ireland.
The seasoned amateur fighters from the

MMA Clinic in Frankfield have been making
waves nationally as well.
Sean Tobin fought Paddy McColgan from

Antrim on Sprawl Fighting Championship in
October.
Paddy came with a very good reputation but

was taken apart by Tobin’s dynamic wrestling
and spent most of the fight on his back taking
shots from Tobin.
Paddy was saved by the bell in round two as

the ref was just about to step in and stop it. Big
win for Sean Tobin, who now moves on to a
featherweight title fight against Ian Cleary of
Primal MMA on January 28 at Man Of War.
Staz, also of the MMA Clinic, fought on Man

of War in November v Duncan Deacon, a high
level grappler.
After an even first round, Staz came out in

the second dominating with big accurate
strikes.
With Duncan unable to get the takedown,

Staz eventually finished his opponent with a
vicious body shot and head strikes leaving the
referee with no option but to step in.
Staz is next in action on the Team Ryano

amateur show in February, where he head-
lines against Konrad Iwanoski.
On the same Man of War show Graham Mc-

Cormack (The MMA Clinic) suffered a setback
when losing to a knee bar from Alan Corcoran,

an impressive opponent. Graham dominated
early but made the mistake of shooting for a
leg lock whilst landing serious ground and
pound, Alan escaped and in the ensuing
scramble managed to lock in a knee bar for the
win. It shows the importance of an amateur
career as McCormack has learned from his
mistake without blemishing a pro record.
McCormack redeemed himself two weeks

later on Battle Zone, when he destroyed Niall
Molloy of Team Ryano in 53 seconds via
ground and pound. It was the general con-
sensus among the Dubliners that Molloy, a top
level Thai boxer, would knock Graham out. I
hear it put a smile on the faces of the Cork
boys when they heard that.
Graham fights in a four-man tournament for

an amateur lightweight title on January 28 on
Man of War alongside James Heelan, Alan
Corcoran and Dean Mitchell.
It has been a good couple of months for the

local MMA community and let’s hope that next
year the boys can bring some national titles
home to Cork.
More big news for MMA in Cork is that ad-

opted Corkman and head MMA coach at The
Boxing clinic, Jake Hecht, is to make his debut
in the world’s leading fight promotion, The
UFC. He will fight Rich Attonito on UFC 140 in
Toronto, Canada. Hecht is a one-time training
partner of Attonito so the two guys know each
other well.
The stage is set for a great scrap and I see

Hecht just been a little too good for Attonito in

the all-round MMA game. Make sure to lend
your support to him on December 10.
This weekend, after only a week’s break, the

UFC returns for the finale of The Ultimate
Fighter season 14. Headlined by the two
coaches of the season, Michael Bisping and
Jason Miller, there is absolutely no love lost
between these two guys and they are both ex-
citing to watch.
Miller will be making his first appearance in

the UFC since dropping a decision to Georges
St Pierre on UFC 52 back in 2005. He is a top
tier fighter as is Bisping, who has been
hanging around looking for a middleweight
title shot since winning The Ultimate Fighter
Season 3. Maybe he’ll get it if he can defeat
Miller.

Perhaps testosterone doesn’t decrease as you get older
The GAA handed down a total of 452
weeks of suspensions along with fines
this week following the violent scenes
during the league football final between
Dromore and Carrickmore in Tyrone.
Trouble flared at the end of the match

earlier this month with fighting on the
pitch spilling over into the stand. One
supporter is reported to have had part of
his ear bitten off.
Tyrone captain Sean Cavanagh has

suggested those suspensions are not
strong enough and has called on the or-
ganisation to issue life bans.
The reason for such violence?
Testosterone.
Faction fighting between neighbouring

villages was common in Ireland until
well into the 19th century. It saw young
men from neighbouring parishes wading
into each other with shillelaghs.

The GAA provided a platform to vent
such rivalry and filled a void created by
the demise of faction fights. Every now
and again, however, echoes of such
battles can be heard in these cases and
no county seems to be immune.
Testosterone is supposed to decrease

with age, but turning that idea on its
head were two 70-year-old former Ca-
nadian gridiron players.
If you didn’t catch it on the Six-One

news last night, let me set the scene:
Angelo Mosca shuffles on to the stage
at a Hall of Fame awards in Vancouver
to be greeted by Joe Kapp, a man he fell
out with during a game in 1963.
Kapp offers a rose in an attempt to

end their long-running feud. Mosca tells
him to shove it up his ass. Kapp instead
tries to shove it up his nose. Mosca
swings at him with his cane and Kapp

decks him with a right hook.
Even sports not considered testoster-

one-fuelled are getting in on the act.
Australian golfers Robert Allenby and

Geoff Ogilvy nearly came to blows over
dinner on Sunday evening as the fallout
from their defeat in this year’s Presid-
ent’s Cup turned ugly.
Allenby failed to score a single point

in the 19-15 loss to America, but when
asked about his poor showing, he poin-

ted the finger of blame at his playing
partners for the opening two days, one
of whom was Ogilvy.
Tensions between the two came to a

head following Sunday’s final round of
the Australian PGA Championship.
Allenby confronted Ogilvy at a

post-tournament dinner, angered by a
tweet which he sent on Saturday saying
“warms the heart to see Robert playing
so well this week.”
Allenby broke a wine glass and

screamed: “Do you want to go?” prompt-
ing Ogilvy, to get out of his chair. Allenby
then challenged Ogilvy to meet him out-
side to settle their differences before
storming off.
The honourable thing in all these

cases, would have been to glove up and
duke it out under the Marquess of
Queensberry rules. Not that gloves al-

ways make it a fair fight, as Antonio
Margarito proved when caught with
plaster-of-paris hardened wraps before
his 2009 fight with Shane Mosley. He
was banned for 16 months.
Most fight fans believe he used the

same trick when mashing Miguel Cotto’s
face six months previous to the bout.
Cotto does and before their rematch

this Saturday he showed no signs of for-
giving the man who derailed his career.
He said he plans to target Margarito’s

right eye, which required surgery after
the Mexican was given a brutal beating
by Manny Pacquiao last year.
Thoughts of revenge can cloud judge-

ment. Although Cotto destroyed Mar-
garito in the first half of their first fight,
he was out on his feet by round 11.
Recommendation: Margarito to win

in rounds 9-12 at 11-1 with Ladbrokes.


